
NEXT TANDEM SYSTEMS

340      372      402

Three componemts 
Two people 

ONE MANUFACTURER



Compact            Ergonomic          Comfortable            Proven

First drogue release

NEXTMan in yellow... Dave Morris!

D-shaped emergency handles

Dave Morris 
32 years in the sport - 11120 skydives - 6357 Tandem skydives
BPA Advanced Instructor Examiner - Rigger 
Next Tandem – 10 years 2 months and 17 days old – 3178 skydives 
Two Twin 402 Main canopies – Two Line sets – 4 Drogues 
Three drogue bridles – Two drogue kill lines –Twin402 reserve 

"My Tandem Next has been a pleasure to work with. Its clever design 
made it easy to change the just parts that had worn and not a complete 
assembly. It is comfortable, uncomplicated and reliable.
As a first generation tandem rig from Paratec they have listened to the 
requirements of the tandem instructor over the years and have improve 
the Next of today, which is why I am looking forward to the delivery of 
my new container and the next 3000 tandem skydives. I love my job! 
Paratec are a forward thinking company who have produced the perfect 
workhorse for the tandem environment. Whether you have a large DZ 
with many rigs or you are a freelance tandem instructor with one set 
of kit I would highly recommend the Next System."

NEXTMan in yellow... Dave Morris!

Dave's Next Tandem: 3000 jumps, 10 years in Service



Main Canopy Size identification 340 372 402

Flat surface area* 355 376 414

Projecrted surface area** 318 344 366

Flat span 32.48 32.74 34.35

Projected span 28.60 28.93 30.4

Average chord 10.89 11.48 12.04

Flat aspect ratio 1 : 2.97 1 : 2.85 1 : 2.85

Projected aspect ratio 1 : 2.60 1 : 2.50 1 : 2.50

Minimum pack opening speed*** 60

Maximum pack opening speed*** 210

Absolute speed**** 50.7 49.2 50.85

Horizontal speed**** 48.95 47.2 48.98

Vertical speed**** 13.19 12.8 13.25

Glide ratio 3.74 3.70 3.72

Minimum exit weight***** 145.5 220 242

Ideal exit weight 396.8 429 451

Maximum exit weight 474 473 495

Pack volume****** 883 980 1060

Velcro free 
drogue riser pocket

Second 
drogue release

All 
stainless steel
hardware

Legend - IMPORTANT- PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

* The flat surface area in sqft equals the area of the canopy layed out on the floor, deflated. It resembles the state for PIA
measuring procedure such as surface area and pack volume.

** The projected surface area in sqft equals the inflated area of the canopy in flight. It is generally smaller than the flat
surface area. All flight performance data refer to this area as it is the basis for all aerodynamic calculations during the
design process. This is the furface area where realistic wing loads are calculated from

*** The pack opening speeds in Knots define the speed limitation of the parachute. It has nothing to do with the speed of
the aircraft when exiting.

**** Flight performance data always refer to the projected surface area whereas absolut speed defines the speed of the
parachute on it’s glide path (airspeed) and the horizontal speed defines the speed over ground (groundspeed). Vertical
speed refers to the rate of descent at full flight.
CAUTION!! : This data is based on sea level and standard atmosphere. This flght performance data can deviate at any time
due to changes of parameters.

***** Exit weights in include the weight of the jumper plus any equipment he or she wears at pack opening and during
canopy flight. The wing load factor defines the ratio between the projected surface area and the total weight of the suspen-
ded jumper. This factor is stated in above diagramme in coloured figures behind the relevant category.
To receive a appr body weight, subtract 20 lbs from the max suspended weight on 100 to 140 sqft sizes and 30 lbs on the
sizes 160 up.

****** Pack volume is given in cui (cubic inch) and only a guidline value. It can vary due to fabric dye lots, coating varia-
tions and environmental conditions. For a definite match with your selected container model / size we strongly recommend
to consult your dealer or Paratec.



Paratec GmbH
Am Flugplatz       66798 Wallerfangen/Germany

Phone: +49 - 6837-7375        Fax: +49 - 6837-74373
www.paratec.de       info@paratec.de
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